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After taking the flash drive, Nathaniel repeated it multiple times. 
 
Although it was just an audio recording, he knew Lily was aware of his meet-up with Henry the other 
day. She watched their every move, and they let her slip under their noses. 
 
Thinking back, Nathaniel felt a layer of cold sweat forming on his back. 
 
He used to think that he was stealthy while she was naive. He thought that he could slip past her and 
she wouldn't notice. Little did he know that she had eyes everywhere. 
 
He had to be more careful. 
 
However, Nathaniel reassured himself with the fact that Lily did not know much about his deal with 
Henry. As of now, Wilfred's cause of death had yet to be determined. After listening to the recording 
repeatedly, the only part that piqued his interest was how Lily managed to "poison" Henry. 
 
it was just an audio recording, Nathaniel couldn't see what was happening and could 
 
poisoned or that Lily managed to strike him a blow. From the clip, it sounded as if she could slip toxins 
into the fragrance if she wanted 
 
case, it was downright 
 
wasn't the only perfumer he had under his wings, and he would often drop by the 
 
case was, it could be put to good 
 
once it was released to the world would definitely shock 
 
fake, it would still cause panic. No one would dare to buy or use any future perfumes 
 
to ensure that he did not miss anything, and once he determined that this audio was safe to be 
 
wonder Arianna told him to listen to it carefully. It seemed 
 
the police had collected their statements, a group of people was released. After all, there was no 
conclusive evidence so far, 
 
quiet. It had been a while since the 


